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Abstract 

Many current innovation projects are based on the collaboration of multiple parties to co-create 
value. Unfortunately, the collaboration is not always without problems, e.g. when financial and legal 
concerns come into the picture. Current value modeling approaches such as e3-value focus on the 
exchange of value rather than co-creation. In this paper, an extension to e3-value in the form of 
“value encounters” is applied to the problem of how to support (social) innovation projects. Value 
encounters are defined as interaction spaces where a group of actors meet and derive value by each 
one bringing in some of its own resources. Value encounter models can be adopted by innovation 
groups for the collective unfolding reflexive understanding of their own innovation process in its 
different stages. The representation can help the stakeholders to keep a global overview of their 
current situation as well as the issues that will be worked out later, and in this way contributes to trust 
building. In addition, it is a basis for developing and selecting adequate communication structures for 
the various phases. The proposed approach is currently being applied to a Social Innovation project 
around contract design. 
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1 Introduction 

Social innovation is about the relationship networks and collaboration processes around new ideas that 
meet unmet needs (Murray et al, 2010). Its goal is to improve societies’ capacities to solve its 
problems. Mulgan gives a comprehensive overview of what social innovation entails: according to 
Connected Difference Theory, social innovation concerns (1) new combinations or hybrids of existing 
elements; (2) cutting across organizational, sectoral or disciplinary boundaries, (3) creating compelling 
new social relationships. To realize such innovations, they go through different stages: from the 
generation of ideas through prototyping and piloting, to scaling up and learning (Mulgan, 2007). The 
approach highlights the critical role played by the ‘connectors’ in any innovation system – the brokers, 
entrepreneurs and institutions that link together people, ideas, money and power – who contribute as 
much to lasting change as thinkers, creators, designers, activists and community groups. In the rest of 
this paper, we will use the term “innovation” as shorthand for “social innovation, but the results apply 
to any kind of innovation that involves multiple organizational stakeholders (e.g. open innovation – 
Chesbrough, 2003). 

From a pragmatist perspective, scientific knowledge is not viewed as detached conceptualization in an 
ideational world, but as being derived from action and to be useful for action (Goldkuhl, 2004). Hence 
innovation projects are ideal platforms for scientific research. This has been recognized already for 
quite some time in the IS field, but it it also getting more accepted in other disciplines. However, 
innovation projects are also a risk. Many projects fail or are highly inefficient.  In this paper we take 
the research value of innovation projects for granted, and ask the question how this instrument can be 
better supported. Providing answers to this question coincides with improving on social innovation 
projects as such. So an alternative question is: given the fact that many social innovation projects 
struggle, how can their success rate be improved and what role can IS play in this respect?  
Vanderhave et al (2008) argue that the benefits of the extended flexibility, so characteristic of open 
and also social innovation, do not materialize automatically. Flexibility does also mean uncertainty, 
which can easily lead to defensive behavior and lack of trust and turn the project failure into a self-
fulfilling prophecy. 

According to Denning & Dunham (2006), innovation is to be distinguished from invention. Drawing 
on the Language/Action perspective and the pioneering work of Drucker, an innovation is defined as 
happening when a group or community has adopted a new practice. Practice includes habits, routines 
and other forms of embodied recurrent actions, and these are not easy to change. The change requires 
other practices itself. The framework proposed by Denning contains seven practices of innovation: 
sensing possibilities, envisioning new realities, offering new outcomes, executing plans and actions, 
adopting new practices, sustaining integration, leading and attending to somatics. Each has a particular 
structure of conversations and actions. 

The approach developed in this paper starts with the recognition that a social innovation project can be 
considered as a design process on two levels. First, there is the design of a new product and/or 
practice. Secondly, at the same time, the participants design their own collaboration. This includes at 
least, an IP strategy and a profit distribution model. Design research has found that design is often an 
interactive process of representation and reflection (Goldschmidt, 1991; Weigand, 2010), and hence 
can profit from adequate modeling support (Fig. 1). Hence our research objective is to develop 
modeling support for innovation projects. We focus on the second design process, assuming that for 
the first process – design of an artifact – there are already many domain-specific modeling tools (e.g. 
IS analysis and design methods in the case of IT artifacts) . However, the second design process is still 
poorly supported, although it is often the most difficult and risky part. Innovators tend to focus on the 
idea and see the collaboration as secondary. Or, when they are concerned about it, they don’t see it as 
a collaborative design effort but as something to be determined (and fought for) by legal advisors. 
These are not productive strategies. There may be several reasons, but lack of appropriate tools is 
probably one of them. 
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Figure 1. The role of representation in design. 

The background for this paper is a Social Innovation project in the Netherlands that aims at developing 
a tool for Innovative Contract Design. The project started in January 2012 and will include a Living 
Lab phase in the Fall of 2012. The approach developed in this paper is currently used as input for the 
initial development of an online “innovation platform” that will be further developed in collaboration 
with future users during this Living Lab phase. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 recaptures the e3-value theory and the value 
encounter modeling approach. In section 3 and 4, we develop modeling support for innovation on two 
levels: the value level, using value encounters, and the communicative level, using collaboration 
patterns. The modeling support is still under development, but as an illustration and preliminary 
evaluation, the approach is applied in section 5 to the Innovative Contract Design project. We end up 
with some conclusions. 

 

2 Background: Value Encounter modeling and analysis 

When the goal is to develop modeling support for innovation processes, a good starting-point is the 
value modeling approach e3value that has been used for modeling collaborative business networks for 
quite some time. In this section, we review e3value as well as relevant extensions that have been 
proposed recently. 
 

2.1 Value modeling 

There exist a number of approaches, languages, and ontologies for business modeling (Andesson et al, 
2006).  One of these is e3-value (Gordijn & Akkermans, 2000) that focuses on value exchanges in 
value networks. Allee (2002) complements this view by proposing to include intangible exchanges as 
well. Examples of resources transferred through intangible exchanges are knowledge or status. 
 

 
Figure 2. Basic e3value modeling. 

The e3-value value ontology aims at identifying exchanges of resources between actors in a business 
case. It also supports profitability analyses of business cases. The ontology was designed to contain a 
minimal set of concepts and relations to make it easy to grasp for its intended users. e3-value includes 
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a graphical notation for business models. The basic concepts in e3-value are actors, resources, value 
ports, value interfaces, value activities and value transfers (see Fig. 2). 

An actor is an economically independent entity. An actor is often, but not necessarily, a legal entity, 
such as an enterprise or end-consumer or even a software agent. A set of actors can be grouped into a 
market segment. A resource (also called value object) is something that is of economic value for at 
least one actor, e.g., a car, Internet access, or a stream of music. A value port is used by an actor to 
provide or receive resources to or from other actors. A value port has a direction: in (e.g., receive 
goods) or out (e.g., make a payment), indicating whether a resource flows in to or out from the actor. 
A value interface consists of in and out ports that belong to the same actor. Value interfaces are used 
to model economic reciprocity and bundling. A value exchange represents one or more potential trades 
of resources between these value ports. A value activity is an operation that can be carried out in an 
economically profitable way for at least one actor. 

According to Allee’s approach to value network modeling (Allee, 2002), a distinction must be made 
between tangible and intangible exchanges of resources. Tangible exchanges are established and 
explicitly regulated in contracts. They correspond to exchanges of economic resources in e3-value. 
Intangible exchanges such as knowledge are established informally and their terms are not present in 
contracts. 

2.2 Value Encounter Modeling 

Although e3-value has been useful for modeling new business networks, its focus on value transfers 
makes it less appropriate for exploring value co-creation (Prahalad & Krishnan, 2008). Innovation 
collaborations often involve more than two actors. Although an e3-value analysis helps to clarify the 
value that each actor draws from other parties in terms of value that they receive, the model does not 
identify the value that the stakeholders draw from the collaboration as such. The same is true for the 
resources that they bring in. The e3-value model breaks up the collaboration into bilateral value 
exchanges. This approach is fitting from a purely economic perspective, as contracts are most often 
made between two parties, but it can obstruct a holistic understanding of the collaboration and the 
value that is created in the collaboration. To address these shortcomings, the notion of value encounter 
modeling has been proposed (Weigand, 2009a). 

When addressing a certain value network, value encounter modeling postpones the question of who is 
exchanging value to whom, but focuses on the value encounters first. A value encounter is an 
interaction space between multiple actors where each actor brings in certain resources; these resources 
are combined then in such a way that value is created to all of them.  Value encounters can be 
connected to each other, when an activity in one encounter reinforces the activity in another encounter. 
In this way, the dynamics of the system become apparent. We use the same e3value tool to model 
value encounters; value encounters are depicted like actors, but with dotted lines.  

Fig. 3 is a simple example of an initial value encounter model, depicting a possible “smart city” 
collaboration of the municipality, the university and some important players in health care. The city is 
willing to support this initiative and to provide the infrastructure. The figure shows what actors bring 
in, e.g., the university brings in an expertise center (drawing on its available research staff) and aims to 
get interesting research projects out of it. The situation in this example may be a starting point for 
discussion: it shows that all parties bring in something and expect something, but how these are related 
is totally unclear yet. It is also not clear when the contributions and profits are expected (in which 
stage of the project). So we expect that upon reflection, the participants will try to expand the model, 
in a couple of iterations. 
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Figure 3. Example value encounter model (smart city). The value encounter itself is represented 
as a green dotted box. 

2.3 Value Encounter Analysis 

Given a value encounter model, the question is how to analyze it (Weigand & Jayasinghe Arachchige, 
2010). First of all, the value encounter can be further analyzed by modelling the value activities in the 
encounter and how they are linked among each other and to the value exchanges. This analysis shows 
where input is missing, or expected output is not generated. The value activities do not contain process 
details, only the main steps (creation of value). By modelling the activities in the encounter, we don’t 
need to decide yet which actor will be responsible for them. At the end of the day, they may be 
assigned to one of the actors, or assigned to a new start-up or joint venture, etc.  

Secondly, the value encounter can be analyzed from different perspectives. We distinguish four 
aspects. Which aspects are most relevant differs from case to case.: 
• profitability analysis (finance) 
• knowledge management 
• social network (social capital) management 
• operational management 

 

A framework in the form of pertinent questions per aspect is recaptured in Fig. 4. Note that 
profitability analysis and contract design need to be performed in combination. A value encounter 
model does not show how the money is distributed exactly, which would be needed for the 
profitability analysis. This depends on the way the multi-party collaboration is broken up into bilateral 
contracts. Fairness is an important variable in sustainable value networks that should play an important 
role in this breaking up. The analysis framework only states which questions to ask, not when.  

2.4 Value Context Modeling  

Sometimes value exchanges can only be realized in the right context, for example, a certain 
governmental regime. The contribution of this regime is like a catalyst in chemical reactions: it does 
not participate actively, but without it, the reaction would not take place. The relevance of context has 
been recognized in economics before, in particular in the theory of country-specific resources (CSRs) 
and clusters (Arnould, 2008). Clusters share many characteristics of networks but are differentiated by 
co-location and active efficiencies. The notion of value encounter allows us to model a geographical 
unit or cluster not so much as a resource but as a space in which resources are put on the table in order 
to co-create value. It makes sense to view innovation as an attempt either to develop completely new 
value encounters (which typically needs a long line of investment) or to build on and extend already  
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FINANCIAL 
- How is the money 

distributed over the 
partners? 

- What is the expected 
profitability for each actor 
(short-term, long-term)? 

- What institutional form is 
taken to distribute the 
money? 

 

 
OPERATIONAL 
- How is the value activity to 

be characterized (pattern)? 
- How is the value activity 

supported (technology)? 
- What are the goals and 

metrics? 
- How is the optimization 

ensured? 
- How are responsibilities 

assigned? 
 

 
KNOWLEDGE 

- Is knowledge gained from 
available data? 

- Are core competencies 
systematically maintained? 

- Is knowledge acquired also 
explored? 

- Is there a healthy mix of 
explicit and implicit 
knowledge? 

- Is there an optimal use of 
standards? 

 

 
SOCIAL 
- Is the social network 

actively developed? 
- Are social networks 

maintained systematically? 
- How is the social network 

explored 
- Is there a healthy mix of 

formal and informal 
contacts? 

- What is the contribution of 
the network to social capital 
of the environment? 

Figure 4. The Value Analysis Model (Weigand & Jayasinghe Arachchig, 2010). 

existing value encounters. In the course of time, these value encounters grow and adapt and as such 
they represent a long history of economic as well as social investments. Such an approach is not only 
interesting in view of physical environments but also of virtual environments. For example, a social 
network site as Facebook facilitates value encounters on which companies can capitalize in order to 
build new business models (Weigand, 2009b). 

The knowledge management literature has recognized the role of context in knowledge creation. 
According to Nonaka, the shared context of knowledge is achieved by “Ba”, a Japanese word that 
stands for place or platform (Baqir et al, 2004). Ba can  be physical or virtual, although the quality of 
the latter so far is much lower than the former. 

Context is relevant on the level of tangible resources, on the level of knowledge and on the level of 
legitimization and social values. Our method aims to model this full context in a Value Context 
diagram, again to support collaborative reflection. 

 

3 The Value Encounter structure of innovation phases 

The aim of an innovation project is to develop a new product and/or transform a practice, so the 
primary Value Encounter model is the model that represents this new practice or the exploitation of 
the new product (which is also always in the context of a practice). This new practice can be described 
on several levels. A Value Encounter model addresses the economic level. This can be used as a 
concise representation of the contributions of each party in terms of the capabilities they bring in and 
the value these have for the collaboration, as well as the value extracted from the collaboration for 
each party. The values are related to the capabilities (or stakeholder resources) on the one hand, and 
the value activities in the value encounter on the other. 

This exploitation model can consist of a single value encounter, as in Fig. 3, but in practice this is too 
simple. For instance, modern electronic intermediaries such as Facebook and Google typically offer 
two (or more) levels of service quality to target different consumer segments (Kakihara, 2010), or 
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provide a free service to the large public and a paid service to specific customers. So exploitation is 
not homogeneous. Different collaboration and profit models run in parallel and should reinforce one 
another (Chesbrough, 2006). So the primary Value Encounter model will typically consist of several 
value encounters, and particular attention is to be given to the relationships between them. In the 
Smart Care example of Fig. 3, one could think of exploitation of a shared building as one value 
encounter, and a research collaboration between university and industry as supported by an EC grant, 
as another.   

As stated above, innovation projects go through several stages such as initiation and developent. When 
modeling the initiation phase as a value encounter, in fact the participants involved in the initiation are 
agreeing reflexively on their desired collaboration process, again, from an economic perspective. For 
instance, an important concern is who owns the ideas generated in the initiation session, and what are 
other parties allowed to do with them. But it already starts with delimitation of who is at the table 
(identification of actors) and their capabilities. Coming back to the example, parties should split up the 
model of Fig. 3 into an initiation value encounter and an exploitation value encounter, and should 
decide on who should be involved where. Another question is whether the parties should see the 
initiation as investment or whether they are paid for their involvement. 

The actors involved in the exploitation are not necessarily the same actors as involved in the initiation. 
They may be completely different. That gives a particular relevance to the links between the initiation 
and exploitation value encounter. Basically, there is a flow of ideas in one direction and a financial 
flow and/or knowledge in the reverse direction, but many variations are conceivable. 

 
Figure 5.  Value Encounter Network template, modelling four important phases. Phases are 

linked by means of value transfers. 

Besides initiation and exploitation, more value encounters may be distinguished, possibly depending 
on the domain. In (De Moor, 2012), a Social Innovation Collaboration (SIC) model is presented that is 
based on practical experience and that distinguishes a core community, a user network, a developer 
network and a stakeholder network. The core community corresponds to the initiation encounter; the 
others somehow contribute to the core, e.g. by generating feedback. We claim that it is important to 
pay attention to the economic aspects of these groups, and not only on the coordination aspect (or tool 
support). So far this is largely ignored. The economic aspect considers both stimulation (how to 
deliver value to the actors?) and trust management (how to protect value of the actors?). The Value 
Encounter Model expresses the structure; specific rules are represented as annotations. For the time 
being, we want to provide a free text format, but it may be interesting to provide the users with a 
library of “best practice” rules from which they can start building. Fig. 5 presents a sketchy Value 
Encounter Network model where four encounters are distinguished. Between initiation and 
development, there is typically a “requirements” value object, whereas “product” or “tool” is the 
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transferred from development to exploitation. The exploitation feeds the new practice; the users here 
may provide feedback both before and after the introduction of the change. The link between 
exploitation and initiation may be a financial one, e.g. in the form of royalties. 

The Value Encounter Network Model shows linkages between several encounters/networks, but it is 
not necessarily linear. In the classical linear model, innovation is represented by a pipeline of 
sequential processes that starts at scientific research and ends with commercial applications. This 
model has been criticized and a family of second generation models emerged in which more attention 
was paid to the reversing of information in the linear process chain, starting at the market. Hence, 
science was replaced by the market as source of innovation. Processes, however, were still largely 
seen as sequential steps. In the last decade third generation models were introduced that are less linear. 
Still, they often represent some kind of a chain, causing science and market to be far away from each 
other. Berkhout et al (2007) have proposed a fundamental deviation from previous innovation models, 
replacing the familiar chain architecture by a cyclical architecture: 'the circle of change', that views 
innovation in the interplay of four areas: science & technology, product development, market and 
society. Although the details of this model are not in the scope of this paper, we want to note that the 
Value Encounter model fully supports a non-linear structure. There is sometimes an intrinsic ordering 
between (activities within) the value encounters, e.g. implementation follows design, but in principle, 
all value encounters run in parallel and with their own inherent dynamics. Users of the Value 
Encounter Model should decide about the scope of their project. If the scope is the (first) solution of 
one particular problem or development of one particular idea, one model is sufficient. If they want to 
think further about secondary effects, a scenario can be developed consisting of a sequence of value 
encounter snapshots, where each snapshot represents a consistent and viable value network and the 
snapshots are linked by considering the inherent dynamics of all the value encounters. 

 

4 The Communicative Action structure of Value Encounters 

The Value Encounter models focus on the economic aspect and abstract from the process and 
implementation details. Sooner or later, theses aspects have to be considered as well. Of particular 
relevance is the coordination of activities. To model this aspect, we draw upon the Language/Action 
Perspective and its basic unit, the communicative workflow loop (Winograd & Flores, 1986). Each 
communicative workflow loop consists of three stages: initiation, execution, and evaluation. Building 
on this concept, De Moor (2009) has developed the notion of “collaboration patterns”, and one 
important subtype, the “communication patterns” (Fig. 6). The communication patterns extend the 
communicative workflow loops by including the supporting tools and tool owners as well. For 
instance, a wiki tool can support communication between developers. The patterns aim to capture 
lessons learnt about how to make these tool functionalities “actionable”. 

Another useful concept from the Language/Action Perspective is the distinction between success 
layer, discussion layer and discourse (Van Reijswoud, 1996). The discussion or failure layer is 
typically entered after a breakdown of the success layer, and is aimed at resolving the problem or 
canceling the collaboration in question. The discourse layer stands for the discussion about 
fundamental norms and values when the discussion layer fails. However, it is also possible for a group 
to start at the discourse level in order to anticipate and prevent future breakdowns. This is a goods 
strategy for social innovation projects where trust building is crucial. Note that the three levels contain 
different kinds of conversations, possibly with different actors involved. Hence it makes sense to 
assign them to different value encounters. The value encounter of discourse typically combines face-
to-face and virtual meetings; as the aim is to arrive at a shared normative framework, the body 
language afforded by face-to-face meetings is often indispensable. A certain “discourse” value 
encounter within a domain (a professional community) may support several innovation projects 
simultaneously and over time. The actors in the innovation project, in particular in the initiation 
encounter, should be stimulated to design discussion and discourse encounters or identify existing 
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encounters that can serve this purpose, so that future breakdowns, which will occur and should not be 
avoided at all costs, can be handled constructively. In the smart city example of Fig. 3, it makes sense 
to think of an advisory board from high-level management and a community on “care innovation”. 
The collaboration pattern for the first one can be based on traditional physical meetings, whereas the 
second one may consist of a combination of virtual environments and physical meetings/conferences 
sponsored by industry. 

 
 

Figure 6.  Example collaboration pattern (A. De Moor), with an initiation (commitment), 
execution and evaluation part. Each part shows actions, agents, and tool support. 

The communicative structure of value encounters is close to what can be called the social structure. 
From a social network point of view, each value encounter is a certain cluster or clique bound together 
by the communicative ties between the actors (cf. Denning & Yaholkovsky, 2008). These clusters (the 
value encounters) are connected, but transferring information from one cluster to another is not trivial 
as it typically involves a semantic shift, and this is where boundary spanners or (social agents acting 
as) bridges play an important role – the weak ties. It is an interesting question, not further pursued in 
this paper, how social network analysis can complement the communicative design. 

Although the communicative structure can be modeled in several ways, the use of speech-act based 
approaches (LAP) helps to separate the “what” from the “how”, on two levels. First, they distinguish 
the intention of a message, e.g. request, from its expression and medium. Secondly, the initiation and 
evaluation parts coordinate the execution, so from a production point of view, the essence of a 
collaboration pattern is what is achieved in the execution. We can abstract from the coordination and 
only list the achievement. In the value encounter approach, these achievements are basically the value 
transfers and value activities. Hence, when these activities have been modeled, a communicative 
structure can be selected that supports (coordinates) them. Four remarks must be made about the 
alignment of value and communication level: 
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• In general, there are many ways to achieve a certain goal, that is, many collaboration patterns that 
coordinate a certain value activity. So a choice has to be made depending on contextual factors and 
extra-functional considerations. 

• The collaboration patterns achieving the value activities constitute a primary process. This process 
may be complemented with supporting processes, e.g. for planning, that may require their own 
collaboration patterns. These patterns are indirectly linked to the value level. 

• In innovation processes, design plays an important role. So the value activities in the first phases 
are typically design activities, and the value objects created are typically design artifacts (Hevner et 
al, 2004) that can range from concepts and definitions to fully implemented systems. 

• Although there are many possible collaboration patterns, there are a few invariants. Essential in all 
cases are the notions of commitment and evaluation. Executions are based on and legitimized by 
preceding commitments. In general, it increases trust and effectiveness when commitments are 
explicitly represented and stored. Evaluation has to follow the execution. In an innovation team that 
brings together different disciplines and perspectives, it is important to agree in advance, not only 
on that there is an evaluation and who is involved in it, but also on the criteria, even if its only on a 
high level. Because of the central importance of commitment and evaluation, we urge the 
participants to agree on these aspects (for each value transfer) even if no collaboration pattern has 
been adopted (yet). 
 

5 Case study: Innovative Contract Design 

To illustrate the use of value encounter modeling for social innovation, we have applied it to the TiSIL 
project Innovative Contract Design that started in Jan 2012 and that is currently preparing a Living 
Lab for Fall 2012. Fig. 7 is a snapshot of the value encounter model. At the top, the initialization phase 
is modeled as a value encounter where Tilburg University (TiSIL in particular) and the city of Tilburg 
participate, the latter being the main sponsor. The main value activities are setting up a user group and 
preparing the Living Lab. Each Living Lab itself is an innovaton project; in this example, innovation 
in waste management. The goal of the Innovative Contract Design project is to develop a tool to 
support innovation projects, in particular by helping them in the negotiation process preceding the 
legal contract set up. The support takes the form of modeling (value encounter models, collaboration 
models), “beste practice” patterns and templates, process advice and record keeping. 

The Living Lab is supposed to be supported by a tool, and for the tool development a separate value 
encounter can be distinguished. The emphasis here is on development where the participants get paid 
on an hourly rate. The prototype is going to be used in the Living Lab in which a limited number of 
companies participates. The emphasis in this value encounter is on knowledge acquisition. In 
principle, there is no monetary payment, the idea is that the exchange of knowledge is rewarding in 
itself for all parties.  However, to get their collaboration, it is important that they know about the 
subsequent steps, and how they will benefit. 

The snapshot model suggests splitting up the subsequent phase in two parts, an exploitation encounter 
and a community encounter. These two encounters are supposed to reinforce each other. The 
community is supposed to develop domain-specific knowledge in innovative contract negotiation. This 
knowledge will be made available to exploitation in an open source model, which means that 
exploitation parties can freely use the tool and the knowledge contained in it but not commercialize it. 
The exploitation in this model focuses on one possible example, agricultural waste recycling. 
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Figure 7.  Example Value Encounter Model. The actors are represented as gray solid boxes, the 
value encounters as green dotted boxes. 

The snapshot provides a good overview of the project which helps to build trust among stakeholders. 
At the same time, reflection reveals some obvious gaps. Analysis of the model helps to identify and 
address these gaps. For instance, do all parties agree that the community will get the public patent for 
free, or is there some money flow back to the researchers? If the returns are not financial but in terms 
of knowledge, what agreements are made about this transfer? 

The value encounter model also provides a starting point for communication design. Per value 
encounter, collaboration patterns can be suggested based on a matching between the encounter 
properties and the pattern application conditions. In turn, the collaboration patterns suggest 
communication tools that can be applied. In addition, a communicative analysis can be made of the 
whole. It is interesting that in the later phases a distinction is made between a community encounter 
and an exploitation encounter. The community encounter is a kind of discourse layer, whereas the 
exploitation focuses on the success layer. This enhances further development of the technology. One 
question here is whether there should be a discussion layer. How will disputes be resolved? In some 
sense, the Living Lab before the exploitation is there to work on the contract, that is, to anticipate 
possible break-downs, but it may be necessary to institutionalize this also in the next phase. It seems 
good that there is an encounter with a discourse function (although it is not necessarily the only 
function of this encounter), but the question can be raised when this community should start or get 
involved. This question is related to the point of context: the snapshot suggests that the innovation is 
introduced in a vacuum, it does not identify contexts on which it builds. It is worthwhile to prompt the 
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innovation initialization group to identify these contexts and think about how they can contribute to 
the innovation process (at which encounter and by what kind of communication) . 

As the example shows, the value encounter model can quickly get complicated (because innovation 
projects are complicated). This can be managed by some abstraction and aggregation. Our method 
suggests to have one global Value Network model that only contains value encounters and actors, and 
a couple of Value Encounter models in which the value transfers and value activities are modeled in 
detail, per encounter. In addition, we support the modeling of a context diagram that depicts the 
complete Value Encounter as a single actor within a larger societal value network. 

 

Figure 8.  The strange loop of modeling and context. 

A preliminary evaluative reflection on the use of the Value Encounter model suggests that it is a useful 
instrument for innovation project design. A possible problem is the “strange loop” entanglement. As 
depicted in Fig. 8, models are created in a certain context, and as far as facilitated by that context. The 
goal of the model is to serve as an instrument for reflection (Is this what we want? What is missing?) 
that will cause, sooner or later, an adaptation of the context. So the model reflects the unfolding 
innovation project structure. This means that certain objects occur at two levels: as objects in the 
model and as objects produced by activities in the model. For instance, there is a relationship between 
the actors involved in the Living Lab (objects on the model level) and the output of the “set up user 
group” activity in the initiation. Similarly, the contract that is the output of the Living Lab may itself 
introduce new value encounters, such as a board structure for dispute resolution. At this moment, our 
view is that this entanglement is not a problem as long as the model is seen as being always “under 
construction”. Still, from a formal point of view, it is interesting to see how strange loop links can be 
represented in a model and how “liar paradox” situations can be avoided. Perhaps e3value has to be 
extended with the notion of variables, or parameters. Strange loops are part and parcel of innovation 
projects but current modeling approaches do not support them. How to extend current modelling 
technology (design problem) and whether these extensions are actually useful (empirical problem) are 
interesting questions for future research. 
 
6  Conclusion 

Social innovation has a great potential for helping society address its problems, and also interesting for 
scientific researchers. Currently, IT support for innovation is fragmented. In this paper, a combination 
of value encounter modeling and collaboration patterns based on communicative action is proposed as 
a core component of an integrated tool set that is currently under development. Modeling, or 
sketching, is a proven method in design. However, the modeling tools described in this paper do not 
consider the innovation itself (the idea, the product) but the process of developing the innovation. As 
such, it does not aim to achieve a better understanding of the innovative idea, for which traditional 
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modeling approaches can be used (e.g. an architectural blueprint in the construction world, or system 
design models in the IS field), but a better self-understanding of the innovation group and its own 
collaboration processes. Although the exploration of business models is far from new in the innovation 
field, our method is the first that covers the whole process, from initiation to exploitation, from both a 
coordination and a value creation point of view. The method draws upon existing modelling 
techniques in both domains, but uses them (for the first time, as far as we know) in an integrated way. 

The modeling approach introduced in this paper is currently applied in a Social Innovation project in 
the Netherlands. The evaluation of this approach is a research topic for the next phase of this project. 
When the approach is successful and tools can be developed to support it, our intention is to 
sophisticate it further (iteratively) into a new research instrument in the pragmatist researcher’s 
toolbox. 
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